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Let K be a purely inseparable extension of a field k of characteristic 
p, v’i , i = l)...) m be k-linear maps p’i : K -+ K, and t be a variable. Denoting 
by 1 the identity map of K, we call C#J~ = 1 + tvl + *a* + tmrpm an “approx- 
imate automorphism” of order m of K/k if G,(d) = (@,a)(@,b) mod tm+l for 
all a, b E K. If for every a E K with a $ k there is some approximate auto- 
morphism @, such that Qlta # a (or equivalently such that some yia # 0), 
then we shall say that K has “enough” approximate automorphisms. This is 
analogous to the requirement of normality for a finite separable extension, 
the latter having “enough” genuine automorphisms. It is reasonable to expect, 
therefore, that a purely inseparable extension with enough approximate 
automorphisms has further extraordinary properties, and in fact, Sweedler [2] 
has shown the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let K/k be a purely inseparable extension of characteristic p 
with finite exponent e (i.e., XY’ E k for all x E K, but K need not have $nite 
dimension over k). Then K has enough approximate automorphisms ; f  and only 
ifit is “modular, ” i.e., a tensor product of simple extensions, 
K = @ k(x) (1) 
ssx 
for a suitably chosen p-basis X of K over k; X is called a modular basis. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give an exposition of Theorem 1 and 
proofs of the following two theorems of which Theorem 2 is a strengthened 
version of another of Sweedler’s theorems. 
THEOREM 2. Let K, k be subjields of a jixed algebraically closed jield Q 
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and suppose that K is purely inseparable and of finite exponent over K n k. Then 
there is a smallest subfield K* of Q such that K* 1 K and K* is modular over 
K* n k. The exponent of K* over K* n k is not more than that of K over K n k. 
Note, in particular, that if K 1 k then there exists a smallest extension, K*, 
of K such that K* is modular over k. This is Sweedler’s original theorem; 
K* is called the modular closure of K over k. 
A (not necessarily finite) extension F of k is called separable if F is linearly 
disjoint from kllp over k. This is equivalent to the linear disjointness ofF from 
every purely inseparable extension K of k, and, if F is algebraic over k, to the 
usual concept of separability. It follows that F Ok K is a field; it is a purely 
inseparable extension of F. 
THEOREM 3. If K/k is purely inseparable of Jinite exponent e, and F/k is 
separable, then K is modular over k if and only if F 62~~ K is modular over F. 
(The “only if” is trivial.) 
Theorem 3 will be shown to imply that the exponent of a derivation of a 
purely inseparable extension cannot be increased by a separable algebraic 
extension of the ground field. It is conjectured that both this and the Corollary 
to Lemma 3 (but not the Lemma itself) hold for arbitrary separable extensions 
of the ground field. 
The proofs presented of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 all depend on the following 
basic result, in which we assume that K 3 k. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be modular over K n klJp with modular basis X, let Y 
be a p-basis for K n kl@ over k(X) n kl/” and suppose that K and klfp are 
linearly disjoint over K n k I@. Then K is modular over k and X u Y is a 
modular basis [note that YP C k, but xp $ k for any x E X]. Conversely, if K is 
modular over k with a modular basis of the form X u Y where YP C k but xp 4 k 
for any x E X, then K is modular over K n k1J9, with modular basis X, and K is 
linearly disjoint from kllp over K n kllp. 
Proof. The converse statement is trivial. As for the direct proposition, 
note first that k(X u Y) = K. For every a E K, let e(a) denote the exponent of 
a over k, i.e., the least integer such that a@“’ E k. Note that e(x) 3 2 for all 
x E X and that e(y) = 1, for all y E Y. Writing X = {x,}, set pe(Q-l = qU .
Then what must be shown is that the monomials p = nol x3 nIs y;;S with 
0 < m, < pqa , 0 < nB < p, and almost all m, , nB = 0 are linearly inde- 
pendent over k. Set mar = l,q, + rn: where 0 < m, < qa , and write l,q, = rnz . 
Then p = (n xr.$(n xr:)(n y;ta) = [‘$v, where 5” = n xzz and 
rl = n yzs have the property that (r)p, 7’ E k. Suppose, if possible, that there 
exists a relation of the form C a,p = C ae*,c~,V~‘~~ = 0 with aE’,P*,n E k. 
Writing it in the form C (x ae,,e~,J”~) 6’ = 0, the coefficients in parentheses 
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are all in PP. As the [’ are linearly independent over P/P (since X is a modular 
basis for K over K n P/p), it follows that C at,,E”,J”y = 0 for all 5’. Now 
the 6” are all in k(X) A kllp, so by the choice of Y, C a6,,E”,J” = 0 for all [’ 
and 7. Finally, all 5” are in KP; as X” is a p-basis for IP over Kp n K, the E” 
are linearly independent over KP n k, and as Kp and k are linearly disjoint 
over Kp n k, it follows that the 5” are linearly independent over k as well. 
Therefore, all aE’,P”,n = 0, proving the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1. A simple, purely inseparable extension k(x) has 
enough approximate automorphisms. For such an extension is isomorphic to 
k[T]/(Tp” - c) for some e > 0, c E k; as (T + t)“’ = TP’ mod tpe it follows 
that T -+ T + t can be extended to an approximate automorphism of order 
pe - 1, and it is easy to verify that the latter leaves only k fixed. Since a 
(possibly infinite) tensor product of extensions with enough approximate 
automorphisms will clearly have the same property, it follows that a modular 
extension K/k has enough approximate automorphisms. The essential content 
of Theorem 1 is that if the exponent is finite, then the converse is also true. 
The proof is by induction on the exponent, e, of K/k. Observe first that 
if Dt = 1 + tg)r + ... + Pv, is an approximate automorphism of K of order 
m, then the congruence Dt(ap) = (Dta)” mod tm+r implies that Fi(aP) = 0 
if pf i and vzli(a”) = (via)” as long as pj < m. Therefore, each vi carries K” 
into itself, so Qt may be viewed also as an approximate automorphism of KP 
over Kp n k (by restricting each y  to Kp). Thus if K/k has enough approx- 
imate automorphisms then so has KP, considered as an extension of Kp n k. 
As K”IKP n k has exponent e - 1, the inductive hypothesis implies that KJ 
is modular over KP n k, with a modular basis which may be written sym- 
bolically Xp to indicate that its elements are pth powers of elements of K. 
This is the same as saying that K is modular over K n kllp with modular 
basis X. 
Another immediate consequence of there being enough approximate 
automorphisms for K/k is that KP and k are linearly disjoint over KJ n k. 
For if not, let C& ciai = 0, ai E K* be a shortest possible relation amongst 
elements ci E k which are assumed independent over Kp n k. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that c,, = a,, = 1, so the relation is of the form 
1 + clal + ... + c,a, = 0. By hypothesis there is an approximate auto- 
morphism ot = 1 + tvr + *a* + t?p, such that via, # 0 for some i. But 
vi1 = 0, for Qt(l * a) = @,I . @,a mod t m+1 for all a E K, and, as we have 
seen, P)~K” C KD. Applying vi thus gives the shorter nontrivial relation 
wial + ... + cnpian = 0, a contradiction. An equivalent statement to that 
just proved is that K and kl/” are linearly disjoint over K n kl/g; applying 
Lemma 1 proves the theorem. 
Theorem 1 has the following basic consequence, due to Sweedler: 
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COROLLARY. Let K/k be purely inseparable and of Jinite exponent. Then 
there is a smallest $eld k’ with K 3 k’ 3 k such that K is modular over k’, 
namely the fixed field f or all the approximate automorphisms of K over k. 
As preparation for the proof of Theorem 2 we need the following lemma, 
also due to Sweedler [2]; we reproduce his proof. 
hwMA 2. Let K, k be sub$elds of a field 52. Then there is a smallest field 
L 3 K such that L and k are linearly disjoint over L n k; this L is of the form 
K(C) for a suitable subset C of k. 
Proof. Let 2 be a linear basis of K over K n k and write 2 = X U Y 
where the elements of X remain linearly independent over k and where 
every y  E Y can be written uniquely in the form y  = CzeX c,,,x with c~,~ E k. 
Let C be the set of all the coefficients c 1/,2 appearing in these relations. Then 
K(C) is linearly disjoint from k over K(C) n k, for X is a linear basis for K 
over K(C) n k and remains such over k. Conversely, if L 3 K and if L is 
linearly disjoint from k over L n k then L 3 X, and as every y  E Y is linearly 
dependent on X over k, by the linear disjointness, it is so over L n k. But the 
representation y  = Cz.r c,,,x with c~,~ E k is unique, so the cy,$ are all in 
L n k, hence in L. Thus L 3 K(C), p roving the minimality of the latter field. 
It is evident from the proof that if [K : K n k] is finite, then so is the set C, 
and if K is purely inseparable and of finite exponent e over K n k then L 
is purely inseparable and of exponent < e over L n k. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Observe first that if we have fields L, k with L 
modular over L n k and linearly disjoint from k, then L is modular over 
L n RI/P and linearly disjoint from k l/J’. The first assertion is trivial, and the 
second is equivalent to the linear disjointness of LY and k over KP n k. By the 
converse to Lemma 1, LP and L n k are linearly disjoint over LP n k so it 
remains only to show that Lp(L n k) and k are linearly disjoint over L n k. 
But by hypothesis L and k are linearly disjoint, and L I) Lp(L n k). 
Now if K has exponent e > 1 over K n k then it has exponent e - 1 over 
K n kll”. As the assertion of the theorem is vacuous for e = 0, we may make 
the inductive hypothesis that there is a smallest L, 3 K such that L, is modular 
over L, n kl’n and linearly disjoint from k l/p. By the preceding paragraph, 
any L 3 K with L modular over L n k and linearly disjoint from k must then 
contain L, , and moreover must contain the smallest extension of L, which is 
linearly disjoint from k. Taking for L this smallest extension, the proof will 
be at an end once it has been shown that L is in fact modular over L n k. 
(Notice that the exponent of L over L n k is not more than e). But L = L,(C) 
for some subset C C k C kl/D, and as L, and kl’p are linearly disjoint over their 
intersection, we have, in fact, L = L, @(L, n kl/*)(C), the tensor product 
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being taken over L, n k”“. As passing to a tensor product clearly preserves 
modularity, the modularity of L, over L, n kllp implies that of L over 
(L, n P/p)(C). The latter field is just L n k l/p by the linear disjointness of 
L, and klfP over L n k’lp. As L is modular over L n kllp and linearly disjoint 
from kl’p it follows from Lemma 1 that L is modular over L n k, ending the 
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. It is sufficient to show that if F or K is modular 
over F then K is modular over k, the converse being trivial. Identifying F 
with its image, F @ 1, in F Oh K, observe first that (F @ K)a n F = 
Fp(Kp n k). For suppose that c1 ,..., c,, are elements of F independent over k 
and a, ,..., a, elements of K such that (C ci @ a,), = C ci” @ sip = b is in F. 
Since F/k is separable, the tip are also independent over k, which implies that 
the uip are all in k, hence in K n kp, so b = C ci%zip EF*(K~ n k). Thus 
(F @ K)* n F C Fp(Kg n k) and as the reverse inclusion is evident, equality 
holds. Equivalently, (F @ K) n F l/p = F(K n kllp). As F OK K is modular 
and of exponent e overF, it is modular and of exponent e - 1 overF(K n kllp). 
Now F aIc K = F(K n kllp) @lcnKllp K, for we have F(K n k”p) = 
F Ok (K n kl/p). Therefore, making the inductive hypothesis that the 
theorem is true for exponents less than e, we may conclude that K is modular 
over K n P/P. By virtue of Lemma 1, it remains only to show that K and 
kiln are linearly disjoint over K n k l/P. But the modularity of F @ K over 
(F @ K) n F1/p = F(K n K/p) implies that Flip and F @ K are linearly 
disjoint over F(K n kl/“), while the latter field and K are linearly disjoint 
over K n kl’p (since one is separable, the other purely inseparable). Therefore 
F1/p and K are linearly disjoint over K n kllP (which = Flip n K), and as 
F1@ r) kl’p, it follows that WP and K are linearly disjoint. This ends the proof. 
It has been assumed throughout that K is of finite exponent over K n k. 
This restriction is used in applying Lemma 1 but may in fact be unnecessary. 
If  K is a purely inseparable extension of k and v  a derivation of K/k, then the 
largest integer m for which there is an approximate automorphism of K/k 
beginning 1 + tp, + ... is known to be of the form m = pe - 1; e = e(p)) is 
called the exponent of v, [I]. I f  K is modular over k, say K = aeEx k(x), 
then it is easy to see that the necessary and sufficient condition for a derivation 
p to have exponent > e is that v(x) = 0 for all those x in X with exponent 
< e. This is equivalent to asserting that v(a) = 0 for all a E K with exponent 
less than e. If  K/k has finite exponent, and if k’ is the smallest field with 
K 1 k’ 3 k such that K is modular over k’ (which exists by the corollary to 
Theorem l), then it follows that a derivation q~ of K/k has exponent > e if 
and only if p)(a) = 0 for all a E K whose exponent over k’ is < e. 
It is our purpose now to show that the exponent of a derivation of K/k is 
not changed by a separable extension F of the ground field k. 
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LEMMA 3. Suppose given fields K, F 3 k, where F/k is separable algebraic 
and K/k purely inseparable. Then every Jield L with F Ok K 1 L 1 F is of the 
form F ale (K n L). 
Proof. For convenience we may assume that F and K are subfields of 
some large field and writeFK instead of F ok: K. Clearly L 1 F(K n L), so it 
is sufficient to prove the reverse inclusion, to which end it is sufficient to show 
that if b E FK then b E F(F(b) n K). Writing b = & ciai , ci E F, ai E K, 
and setting F’ = k(c, ,..., c,), K’ = k(a, ,..., a,) we have b EF’K’ and it is 
sufficient to show that b E F’(F’(b) n K’). As [F’ : k] and [K’ : k] are finite, 
we may, without loss of generality, suppose that [F : k] and [K : k] are finite 
from the start. 
That being the case, 1etP be the normal closure of F over k, i.e., the smallest 
field containing F and normal over k, let G be the Galois group of p over F 
(which is naturally isomorphic to that ofPK over K) and denote the order of G 
by #G. Now P and L are linearly disjoint over F, so [FL : m = [L : F]. 
On the other hand, the fixed field of G operating on f;;L is contained in L, 
sincel?L is normal overL with Galois group isomorphic to that ofp overF, and 
is contained in K, hence is identical withflL n K. ThereforepL n K CL n K, 
whence in fact FL n K = L n K. Since [FL : FL n K] = #G = [p : k], it 
follows that [l?L : fl] = [PL n K : k] = [L n K : k]. But [I?L : r;;] = [L : FJ 
so [L : F] = [L n K : k]. But the linear disjointness of K and F over k implies 
that [L n K : k] = [F(L n K) : FJ As L 1 F(L n K), this implies that 
L = F(L n K), as asserted. This ends the proof. 
COROLLARY. Suppose K/k is purely inseparable of finite exponent, F/k 
is separable algebraic, and let k’ be the smallest$eld with K 1 k’ 1 k such that K 
is modular over k’. Then the smallest field between F Q1, K and F over which 
F aI, K is modular is F ol, k’. 
Let q~ be a derivation of exponent e of the purely inseparable extension K/k, 
and set q = pe. By hypothesis K has a k-linear approximate automorphism 
cDt = 1 + tp + t2vz + ... + tQ-lpgel of order q - 1. From the congruence 
ot(ag) = (ata)Q mod t* it follows that pia* = 0 for all a E K, so Qt may be 
viewed as an approximate automorphism of K over kK”. As an extension of 
the latter field, K has exponent < e. Let F be any extension of k linearly 
disjoint from K. By abuse of notation, the natural extension idF @F of v  to 
a derivation of F gIc K will still be denoted r,o. The exponent of q~ as a deri- 
vation of K/k will be denoted e(y) = e; its exponent as a derivation of 
(F @I, K)/F will be denoted eF(p)). We write simply FK for F @J1, K. I f  
eF(p)) > e(p) = e, then the exponent of IJJ considered as a derivation of FK 
over F(FK)p”’ is exactly e + 1. But F(FK)pdfl = FKp”+’ = F 0% kKp”+l. It 
follows that to investigate whether eF(v) is greater than e(v) it is sufficient 
to take kK”‘+’ as ground field. In particular, we have 
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LEMMA 4. Let K/k be a purely inseparable extension, F/k be separable, 
and p be a derivation of K/k. I f  eG((p) = e(v) whenever the exponent of K/k is 
Jinite then equality holds always. 
THEOREM 4. Let CJJ be a derivation of a purely inseparable extension K/k 
and F be a separable algebraic extension of k. Then e(p)) = eF(v). 
Proof. Clearly eF(v) > e(p). To prove the reverse inequality, we may, 
without loss of generality, assume that K has finite exponent over k, and 
therefore that there is a smallest k’ with K 1 k’ 3 k such that K is modular 
over k’. Then there is an a E K with exponent e(v) over k’ such that p)(a) # 0. 
The exponent of 1 @ a (EF ol, K) over F Ok k’ is again e(y). Therefore 
idF @ ~JI does not annihilate an element of F Ok K of exponent e(p)) over 
F & k’. By the corollary to Lemma 3 and the remarks following, eF(p) < e(p), 
ending the proof. 
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